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As Iron Sharpens Iron
Leaders from Harare, Mvurwi, Norton and
Gweru were at Lasting Impressions Outdoor
Retreat in Kadoma for a relational and connecting weekend. The weekend was also
graced by a team from Lighthouse to the Nations church from Johannesburg, South Africa.
It was a good afternoon of team building exercises under the guidance of Lasting Impressions’ own team of Alistair and Derek. After
an afternoon of activities and games, there
was a lively discussion forum to get feedback
and talk about matters effecting or affecting
the body of Christ in the country.

A “Dear Diary” moment: Keeping Warm around the
fire..!

A round of contributions from everyone presented a concern in the country as we see a
situation of a church that has shifted focus
from being Christ centered. A situation,
where people go to church for what they can
get instead of love and worship for Jesus
Christ. Men are getting the glory and more
airplay over of Jesus Christ. In this wake of
this, there was encouragement to;
(from Genesis 11vs 1-9)
Focus on what God is doing instead of
what’s around us.
 It’s not about making names for ourselves
but it’s about Jesus.
 Our security is in God, not in ourselves.


We need each other. An attempt to help a member over the
rope…..

Where are we?
We are in transition as a nation. In the past
south Africans would come and lead the work
in terms running GTTs, LTTs or Equips etc.
But now there has been a shift where Zimbabweans are taking more and more responsibility of the work in the country.
Where we are can be summarized by saying we
are in transition but we have to also understand
that it’s a process and will take time for things
Raphael exhibits his dancing skills while other look on...

What can we do better?


There has to be clarity, reality and authenticity to relationships.



Focus and intentionality



Accountability



Pursue relationships



We have to come to basics And build strong and solid foundations



The use and exchange of gifts



Endurance, there is need to understand that it is a
process to get all things in place.



There is need for better communications and bridge
an information gap.



Casting the nets wider. Building deeper and wider.

Lets talk about it.. Alistair leads a discussion during an
activity..

From the Team Building Exercises








Action; work as a team
It’s important to understand Submission
Recognition of gifts
Learn to be vulnerable
Understand the work, and count the cost before
you undertake it.
Values
Partnership. You cannot do everything on your
own. And always remember, together each
achieves more. (TEAM)

A cold morning that caused pastors to bring blankets the
meeting..

